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The topology of a compact space is, as well known, characterized by the 
lattice of its closed basis.
The purpose of this paper is to establish analogous theories in the case 
of complete uniform spaces, i.e. we characterize the uniform topology of a 
uniform space by the lattice of its uniform basis. Obviously, it is impossible 
to characterize the uniform topology of a complete space by the lattice of an 
arbitrary uniform basis^\ for every metric space has the same lattice of uniform 
basis {5JZi, 9)^ 2,
For example, let us consider the reason why the ring of all continuous 
functions characterizes the topology of a compact space. Then we shall see 
that it is the reason that for an arbitrary point a  and its arbitrary neighbour­
hood U, there exists a continuous function / such that /(a)=0, /(a:)=1 L^ "). 
Similarly if we assume the existence of uniform coverings with some local 
properties in the lattice of uniform basis, then we can characterize the uniform 
topology of a complete uniform space by such a lattice.
We concern ourselves with the lattice of uniform basis of a complete
uniform space R, satisfying the following conditions,
1) i f  Wy € LQRX then X
2) i f  5}^3Z,(.R), then fo r  an arbitrary there exists in L(^R) 
such that i) M  $ ;
ii) m   ^M ':pM im plies M' € ^ (M ),
3) fo r  an arbitrary point a ^ R  and its arbitrary neighbourhood UQa'), there 
exists W (lJ(a)) in  LQR) such that SQa^W(Uia)))CU(ja)‘^'^ , for a  uniform  
covering defined  fo r  or, a  ^M QJ i_a')') im plies M $
or 2 0  i f  then fo r  an arbitrary M 6 there exists 531(M) in  L(^R)
such that i) M $ 5K(M) ;
ii) € m , M':pM imply M' €
3 0  for an arbitrary point a  ^R and its arbitrary neighbourhood UQa),
1) If L(R)  is a set of open uniform coverings of and if for every uniform covering U of 
R, there exists some element of L(R) such that ^ < U ,  then we call L(^R) a uniform 
basis of R,
2) S ( a , m ) - ^ { M \ a ^ M e m -
there exist a neighbourhood V o f  a and a uniform  covering W '(JJ(ay) in  L (R )  
such that S (y , W (U (a)))C U (a)  ;
fo r  a  uniform  covering W (d ) defined f o r  a, M € W (f/ («)), im ply
M ^m ^(a\
Remarks I. The conditions 2) and 2 0  show the existence of uniform 
coverings which do not include a given uniform covering locally.
3) and 3 0  show the existence of a uniform covering which is included by 
a given uniform covering locally.
2. When we i-egard two coverings such that as the same 
covering, L (R )  is a lattice; otherwise L (R )  is a directed system.
The following propositions are valid whichever we may choose, but we 
regard here L (R )  as a lattice for the simplicity of notations. Hence, for 
example means that for every open set M 'DM, M' $ holds.
3. In this paper German capitals 5^1, U, O , ......  are used for uniform
open coverings of L (R )  except in Lemma 5 and corollaries.
4. Condition 2 0  is weaker than 2), and 3 0  is stronger than 3). in
2) and 2 0  are strictly denoted by W(M, ^0» for 5J^(M) is denned by M  and
Definition. For two uniform coverings 3)1, 5^ , we denote by Tl<(^ the fact 
that and hold for some uniform covering
Definition. A subset /jl of L (R )  satisfying the following conditions is called 
an n,b,-set,
there exists a uniform covering W(jj,) for jj. such that
(A ) for an ai'bitrary uniform covering 
there exists W in ix such that
i)
ii) %  and m <^t^m '(M ) ( i = h 2 )  imply
for arbitrary uniform coverings $ i, $ 2,
(We shall denote such a relation between and by or simply
(B ) for arbitrary coverings T li(i = h  . . . ,  k ) o f /i and for arbitary uniform 
covering U, there exists a uniform covering ^ such that
Lemma I. The fa m ily  fx(a) o f  all uniform  coverings W'(U  (a ) )   ^L (R )  
tvhich are defined fo r  neighbourhoods U (a) o f  a  such that lJ(a )^ '^ '(a ) by the 
condition  3) or 3 0  is a n.b-set i f  ive consider W (a )  in 2) or in  2 0  as W'(ii(a')) 
in  the condition o f  n.b,-set.
Proof. Firstly we show that fi(a) satisfies (A ) when L (R )  satisfies I) , 2),
3). If then we denote by ^  the uniform covering W (M x) in
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condition 3) for Mx such that a  € And we denote by $  the uniform
covering in condition 2) for M € 531 such that a  € MCMx- Then obviously,
i.e. m < m x.
Now let (2=1, 2), then since implies
M  $ WQa), there exist M i, M 2 € 5)1 such that a   ^M 2 $ $ 2 . Hence
from S(a, m^CMx, we get i.e.
JLtQa) satisfies also (B ). If € ixQa) (/=1,... ,k )  and U € LQR)y then putting
' ^ W i ) for U such that «€C/6ll, we get U < $ and V
i = l
Next we consider the case that LQR) satisfies I) , 2')» 30- If ^aj<5)l'(a), 
then we denote by the uniform covering WQMx) in 3 ') for Mx such that 
that a ^ M x ^ ^ z y  and by $  5)l(M) in 2'). Then Wc^Mx-
If WQa) Qi = I, 2), then since M r>y=<t ,^ M € imply Mi $
Qi=I, 2), there exist M i^W  Qi=I, 2) such that Mtr^V^ip. Since
SQV,Tl)CM x, we get M a ;$ $ i^ $ 2, i.e. 5J?a5<C$i$ 2 . fJtQa) satisfies also (B), for 
m^epiQa) Qi=I, . . . , k ) ,  UeLQR) imply U<? ,^ ^ m i< J^ ^ m X a) for a^ U eU ,
^=mQu, V ^mo.
Lemma 2. // ZQR) satisfies conditions I), 2'), and i f  /uL^Tl^Wx QWQfJ-)) 
fo r  an n ,h-set ix, then there exists Mx^^^x such that
i f  W ^ M m<^^m^Qf x)  fo r  any ^eLQ R), then MCSQSQMx. Wx), W.).
Proof. Let /i3 5D^^ a^; (^l^(/i)), then since there exists
Mi€5[Jl such that M iC M * € [^Ra?; Mi W Q/jl) for some
Then we can show that M 2 $ $ 2, for an arbitrary $ 2'' imply
MzCSQSQMx, mx), Wx).
To see this, assume that there exist M 2 and $ 2' such that M 2 $ ^ 2', 
m < W ^W 'Q /j) and M 2ctS(S(M «, ^ . ) ,  5J1.). Then putting £h=WQMi, Wx), 
C2=5JZ(M2, 9J^ a,) by condition 2 0  and $ 2 = ^ 2'^ 0 2 . we get
(/ -1 ,2 )  from M iiW ^ O i  (/ = 1,2).
In the other hand let M be an arbitrary element of then when 
Mr^Mx=</>, we get MrsMx=(J), M >M i, and accordingly M 6 0 i< ^ i .  When 
Mr^Mx=<l>, we get MCSQMx, ^ x), MCSQSQMx, % ) ,  ^«;)>M 2, M:pMz, and 
accordingly M  € 02<^^2. Therefore we get  ^^ 2, which contradicts the
condition (A ) of jul.
We shall denote by S(5!}1, J^^ a,) SQSQMx, % ) ,  5Dla;) in this lemma, which is an 
element of
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Lemma 3. I f  LQR) satisfies the conditions I ) , 2 ') and i f  ix is  a  n i.-set o f  
LQR)j then R S(50 t^, Wi')^(j) fo r  arbitrary such that ix 3
(/ = 1 ,. .. ,^ ) .
Proof. Assume that O S (^ « , W )= ^ , /i3 Qi=I, . . . ,k ) ,
i = i
fc k 
then we see that V  implies U = / \  which contradicts the
condition (B ) of fjt,
k
Let U= D M i  (M *6 93?i) be an arbitrary element of U=a3)J», then since
k
n  S(9Jft, 9[R/)=0 by the assumption, M«cCS(9Jfj, 5IR/) for some i. Hence
implies $  ; hence from  ^^ we get Mt € Therefore we
get i.e. U <$.
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By this lemma {S(9Jl, is a cauchy filter.
Therefore from the completeness of R we get H 3
W(^fj.)\=a^R. Thus a  point a ^ R  corresponds to an n.b.-set /j.. We shall 
denote by [x->a this correspondence.
Definition. For two n.b.-sets v, we shall denote by the following 
relation between ix and v,
for each Wx^L(JR.')y there exists such that a ; if
m i € ^ 2  € V, and if v ^
then 5J a^5<C$i^ 2^ holds.
Lemma 4. In  order that ix^v, it is necessary and sufficient that ix and v 
correspond to one and the same point a by the above correspondence, i.e,
Proof, Firstly we show that iJ.->a, v —>a imply . Let DJIa; be an 
arbitrary covering of L{R^, and let a 6 Mx € Then let us take € L{R^  
such that S(«, 5J^o<W(/i) A
If 0 ‘=1, 2), then since 5D^o)» we get
5Dlo)CMa; Qi=Iy 2). Let 4^^ i, $ 2  be arbitrary uniform coverings such that 
(/ = 1,2), then since 5Jlo<9r/(/i) a^^^(v), there exist M i^ m t 
(/=1, 2) such that M i^% , MiCS(^TliMo) ( i  =  l ,  2). Hence MiCMx ; hence we 
get i.e.
Conversely we show that u~ b^, a ^ b  imply (the negation of
Take a definite such that S(S(«, ^a;)^la;)o‘S'( ,^ ^3?ar)=0. Then let be 
an arbitrary uniform covering of L Q R )  such that 5!Jlo<C ^t^(/^) a  ^ t^ '(v ) .  For these 
^ x  and mo. we take % (/ = 1 ,2) such that S(^, % ^)C M ^  € SQ b,W ^ )C  
M "^mx  and m  (/= 1,2) such that
Then M iC S (% , %)CM^ and M 2 CS(^J^2, 9^2)CM" hold for Mi^m^ such that 
m i< w ^ m o  (/=1, 2). Putting O Z -^ X M i, m^^mx). $ .= W ^ O /  
(/ = 1 ,2), we get m i< ^ /^ m o< % ^ m o  and Wi<^^i from
Next let M be an arbitrary element of 931a., then either M r^S{_a, 93U)=0 or 
Mr^SQby 53?aj)=0 holds from the property of 93?a;.
If Mr^SQay 9 3 0 = 0 , then Mr^M^=<j> and M:J:^Mi ; hence M ^ ^ i'< ^ i,
3) m -lM \M ^W }-
If Mr^SQb, then M  6 02 '< $ 2  holds in the same way. Therefore we
get i.e.
Now we classify all n.b.-sets of Z(.R) by the relation , and we denote by 
by the family of all classes. Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between R  and S(i?) as we have seen. We denote by the image of a
subset A of R  in S(i?) by this correspondence.
We define uniform coverings in this set as follows.
Definition. We call a covering {SCC/o;)} of a uniform covering of 
when satisfies the following condition:
When we choose an element ix from each class \ij]  of ^(.R) in an arbitrary 
way, there exists such that
if /^ 05 $ {SCC^ os)}» then we can choose certain ^ 2  from {a^ }^ so
that there exist (^=1, 2) for which /i« 3 (^=1, 2) imply
and for certain %, % Qi = h  2).
Lemma 5. In  order that {"^(Ua)} is a  uniform  covering o f  2QR)y it is 
necessary and sufficient that {C7«} is a uniform covering o f  R,
Proof. Firstly we prove that if {U^} is a uniform covering of R, then 
is a uniform covering of S(i?). We take U ^LQR) such that
Let J^ c6~^ aa, then a^^Ua, Now we see that for an arbitrary
point a i  of {a^} and some « 2  of {acc}, U*). For SQau for some
a from ; hence a  ^  ^SQau 1^ *) from aa^Ua- We denote by « 2  this a .^
We take /a such that jj.i~^ai Qi=1, 2) as the ones in the above definition. 
And we take Wot^LQR') (/=1, 2) such that ; SQa^
a i ^ U i ' If Mi ( J = I j 2) is arbitrary coverings such that /i« 3 
then there exist %  and M i^W i (z= l, 2) such that and
then € S(MITMo^)DMc Q i=h  2) ; hence M^CV/ (e = l, 2). Putting 
931«11) by conditions 2')» we get Then each C/ € 11 satisfies either
ai^SQU, U) or a 2 ^(U, U). If «i$S(C7, U), then and U r,Mi=ct> \
hence U ^ M i and accordingly U If a 2 ^S(U, 11), then C7 in the same
way. Therefore ll<C5^i^%, i.e. {S(C7^)} is a uniform covering of S(.R).
Conversely we show that if {U J  is not a uniform covering of Ry then 
{2(17^')} is not a uniform covering of 2QR'). Let 11 be a certain uniform covering 
of L (R \  then since {17 }^ is not uniform covering, H<t^ {C7oj} holds; hence 
there exists C7 € U such that for all Take aa^Ur\U^ for
each Uccf then for such that pta^aa- We chose /iu A«2 from {juta}
in an arbitrary way, and consider arbitrary uniform coverings (^=1, 2) 
such that For these Mt and we choose and 53]^  € /i« Qi= 1,2)
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such that %i**)CC7, =1, 2). Then m € SQWu 5^ o«)CC7.
Now assume that ^ and U<5^i  ^5^ 2. It U e  then for each
element M of 5)Zi, we see that M € %  when MC*S(5Jli, ^ oi)C U  and that M 6 
from Woi when M ci:S (^ i,% i). Hence If C7 € ^ 2, we see
that 9Jl2<$2^9l2 in the same way. Hence is not a uniform covering
of S(7?) by the definition of uniform covering of S(.R).
By this lemma we see that S(.R) with the uniform coverings defined above 
is a uniform space uniformly homeomorphic with R, Since the uniform space 
^(jR) is defined only by the lattice-order <1 from Z,(.R), if R i and R 2 are com­
plete uniform spaces, a lattice isomorphism between LQRi) and LQR2 ) generates 
a uniform homeomorphism between 2QRi) and ^(.^2). Hence we get the 
following theorem.
Theorem. In  order that tivo complete uniform spaces R i and Rz are uniform ly  
ifiomeomorplfiicy it is necessary and sufficient that L(^Ri) and L(^Rz) are lattice- 
isomorphic, ivhere L(^Ri) and L(R z) are lattices o f  uniform  bases satisfy in g  
conditions I ) , 2), 3) or conditions I), 20» 30 .
Corollary I. I f  R is a  complete uniform space without isolated point, then 
the uniform  topology o f  R is characterized by any lattice L(JC) o f  uni form  basis 
o f  R satisfy ing the follow ing three conditions,
Cl) m^, Wy € L (R ) im plies a   ^L (R ),
^ L (R ) imply \JW^^L(R),
OCf
(2 ) there exist a  certain uniform  covering W € Z (R ) and  W  such that
M e m  im plies M $ W ,
(3) i f  W ^ L (R ), a  ^R, and U (a) is a  neighbourhood o f  a, then for some 
uniform  covering M={Uq,U }  such that U oCU (a), a ^U.
U oW ^ L(R ) holds,^^
Proof. If a^ M  then since R has no isolated point, there exist points 
b, C such that b ,c^ M  ; b=^ c ; b, cA a^, Take 5JI(«) such that c $ S(b, W (a)), then 
for A W(«), L (R )  satisfies conditions I) , 20» 30-
Corollary 2 I f  R is a connected complete space, then the uniform  topology 
o f  R is characterized by any lattice L (R ) o f  uniform  basis satis fy in g  the 
fo llow in g  three conditions,
(1) my € L (R ) im plies a € L(^R), 
m^^LQR) imply y m ^ ^ L (R ),
Oi
(2) im plies
(3) i f  a  ^R, and UQa) is a  neighbourhood o f  a, then f o r  some 
uniform  covering U={Uo,U] such that UoC.Uia'), a^ U , Ua9JI€Z.(.R) holds. 
Proof. Let 9Jl€Z(.R), m*=^{R}, then S(S(M , 9«), for each M 6 5JJ.
For if S(S(M, 9}l), 9Jl)CMo€9Jt, then since S(S(M , 9Jl), 9Jt)CS(M, 9)1), tor each
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4)
M' either M^r^S(iM, W)=^ (f) or M^CS(iM, 5!J1) holds, which contradicts the 
connectedness of R. Let a ^ N  e and let b ,c e  N  ; b= c^ ; b, c^ a . If we take 
W id) such that c$S(^ , then for a and for W {U {d ))
=U L(^R  ^ satisfies conditions I), 20» 30-
Corollary 3. I f R  is a  complete uniform space ivithout isolated pointy then 
the uniform  topology o f  R is characterized by any lattice L{R^ o f  uniform  basis 
satis fy in g  the follow ing tivo conditions,
Cl) my e l q r ') im plies ^ m y ez c r ) ,  
m^eLQR^ im ply ym ^eL^R^,oe>
(2 ) M € ^  6 LiR') im plies 0 (M ,
Proof. It is obvious that LQR) satisfies conditions I) , 2')> 30»
Corollary 4. I f  R is a  complete uniform space without isolated point, then 
the uniform  topology o f  R i s characterized by any lattice L (R ) o f  uniform  basis 
satisfy in g  the fo llo iv ing  three conditions,
(1) ^ 2, € L {R ) imply LQR),
(2) M e m e l q r )  im plies 0 ( M ,m ) e l q r ),
(3) i f  m e L { R ) ,  and i f  each element M o f  5)1' is either an element o f  
or a  sum o f  tivo elements of, then m' e L (Jl) .
Proof. It is obvious that L (R )  satisfies conditions I) , 2), 3).
Applying the theorem to the case of topological spaces, we get the following. 
Corollary 5. In  order that two fully normal spaces R i and R 2 are homeomor- 
phic, it is  necessary and sufficient that there exists a  Iattice-isomorphism betiveen 
L (R i)  and L (R {), lattices o f  bases o f  open coverings satisfy ing conditions I),
2), 3) or conditions I ) , 20» 3 ') o f  the theorem.
Corollary 6. The topology o f  a fully normal space R is characterized by 
any lattice L (R ) o f  basis o f  neighbourhood-finite open coverings satisfying the 
follow ing toiv conditions,
(1 ) 35«,, € L (R ) im plies 35^  X € L (R ),
(2) i f  ^  e L (R ) , a  eR , and U(a) is a  neighbourhood o f  a, then for some 
open covering U={Z7o, U] such that UoCU(a), a ^U, U A ^ e L ( R )  holds. 
Proof. Let be an arbitrary open covering of L (R ), and V be an element
of 35. We take a e V  and a neighbourhood N(^a) of a such that N (a )  meets 
only a finite number of elemets of V i , ... ,Vic. We assume that V i^ V  holds 
only for V i , . . . ,  Vh- By condition (2) there exists an open covering U= {Uo, U} 
such that U A^ S €Z (i?) ; CJoCiV(^z), ^ $ £7, and there exist U%= {U oi,U i]ii=^l,...,h) 
such that M i A ^ e L ( R ) ;  U otC V -V t, V-Vi^a^^U^,  Then m (V ,^ )= A V iia VL 
A^ e L (R )  satisfies condition 2) of L (R )  in the theorem : V $ 55) ; Vo^V, 
To € imply Vo € , 35). We can see easily that conditions 3) is satisfied, too.
5) (B (M ,m )-iS (M ,m ), M' ^m}}-
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